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Temple Theology
Major innovations have occurred in the study of biblical law in recent decades. The legal material of the Pentateuch has
received new interest with detailed studies of specific biblical passages. The comparison of biblical practice to ancient Near
Eastern customs has received a new impetus with the concentration on texts from actual ancient legal transactions. The
Oxford Handbook of Biblical Law provides a state of the art analysis of the major questions, principles, and texts pertinent
to biblical law. The thirty-three chapters, written by an international team of experts, deal with the concepts, significant
texts, institutions, and procedures of biblical law; the intersection of law with religion, socio-economic circumstances, and
politics; and the reinterpretation of biblical law in the emerging Jewish and Christian communities. The volume is intended
to introduce non-specialists to the field as well as to stimulate new thinking among scholars working in biblical law.

Scribes, Visionaries, and the Politics of Second Temple Judea
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In Patterns of Daily Prayer in Second Temple Period Judaism Jeremy Penner provides an account of how daily prayer became
entrenched within early Jewish religious traditions.

An Introduction to Second Temple Judaism
Exploring the world of the Second Temple period (539 BCE–70 CE), in particular the vastly diverse stories, commentaries,
and other documents written by Jews during the last three centuries of this period, Malka Z. Simkovich takes us to
Jerusalem, Alexandria, and Antioch, to the Jewish sectarians and the Roman-Jewish historian Josephus, to the Cairo genizah,
and to the ancient caves that kept the secrets of the Dead Sea Scrolls. As she recounts Jewish history during this vibrant,
formative era, Simkovich analyzes some of the period’s most important works for both familiar and possible meanings. This
volume interweaves past and present in four parts. Part 1 tells modern stories of discovery of Second Temple literature.
Part 2 describes the Jewish communities that flourished both in the land of Israel and in the Diaspora. Part 3 explores the
lives, worldviews, and significant writings of Second Temple authors. Part 4 examines how authors of the time introduced
novel, rewritten, and expanded versions of Bible stories in hopes of imparting messages to the people. Simkovich’s popular
style will engage readers in understanding the sometimes surprisingly creative ways Jews at this time chose to practice
their religion and interpret its scriptures in light of a cultural setting so unlike that of their Israelite forefathers. Like many
modern Jews today, they made an ancient religion meaningful in an ever-changing world.

Discovering Second Temple Literature
An internationally respected expert on the Second Temple period provides a fully up-to-date introduction to this crucial area
of Biblical Studies. This introduction, by a world leader in the field, provides the perfect guide to the Second Temple Period,
its history, literature, and religious setting. Lester Grabbe magisterially guides the reader through the period providing a
careful overview of the most studied sources, the history surrounding them and the various currents within Judaism at the
time. This book will be a core text for courses on the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, as well as Qumran, Intertestamental
Literature and Early Judaism.

Social and Economic Life in Second Temple Judea
This book, first published in 2002, offers an authoritative and accessible introduction to the New Testament and early
Christian literature for all students of the Bible and anyone interested in the origins of Christianity. It is designed primarily
for undergraduate courses in the New Testament, biblical studies and early Christianity. Delbert Burkett focuses on the New
Testament, but also looks at a wealth of non-biblical writing to examine the history, religion and literature of Christianity in
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the years from 30 CE to 150 CE. An appendix containing translations of primary texts allows instant access to the writings
outside the canon. With this textbook and the Bible, the student should therefore have all the necessary basic texts. The
book is organised systematically with questions for in-class discussion and written assignment, step-by-step reading guides
on individual works, special box features, charts, maps and numerous illustrations designed to facilitate student use.

Introducing the Pseudepigrapha of Second Temple Judaism
Darius I, King of Persia, claims to have accomplished many deeds in the early years of his reign, but was one of them the
rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem? The editor who added the date to the books of Haggai and Zechariah thought so, and
the author of Ezra 1-6 then relied on his dates when writing his account of the rebuilding process. The genealogical
information contained in the book of Nehemiah, however, suggests otherwise; it indicates that Zerubbabel and Nehemiah
were either contemporaries, or a generation apart in age, not some 65 years apart. Thus, either Zerubabbel and the temple
rebuilding needs to be moved to the reign of Artaxerxes I, or Nehemiah and the rebuilding of the city walls needs to be
moved to the reign of Darius I. In this ground-breaking volume, the argument is made that the temple was built during the
reign of Artaxerxes I. The editor of Haggai and Zechariah mistakenly set the event under Darius I because he was
influenced by both a desire to show the fulfillment of inherited prophecy and by Darius widely circulated autobiography of
his rise to power. In light of the settlement patterns in Yehud during the Persian period, it is proposed that Artaxerxes I
instituted a master plan to incorporate Yehud into the Persian road, postal, and military systems. The rebuilding of the
temple was a minor part of the larger plan that provided soldiers stationed in the fortress in Jerusalem and civilians living in
the new provincial seat with a place to worship their native god while also providing a place to store taxes and monies
collected on behalf of the Persian administration.

T&T Clark Encyclopedia of Second Temple Judaism
This book provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of the Jewish experience, from its ancient origins to its impact
on contemporary popular culture.

Second Temple Jewish “Paideia” in Context
When thinking about psalms and prayers in the Second Temple period, the Masoretic Psalter and its reception is often given
priority because of modern academic or theological interests. This emphasis tends to skew our understanding of the corpus
we call psalms and prayers and often dampens or mutes the lived context within which these texts were composed and
used. This volume is comprised of a collection of articles that explore the diverse settings in which psalms and prayers were
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used and circulated in the late Second Temple period. The book includes essays by experts in the Hebrew bible, the Dead
Sea scrolls, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, and the New Testament, in which a wide variety of topics, approaches, and
methods both old and new are utilized to explore the many functions of psalms and prayers in the late Second Temple
period. Included in this volume are essays examining how psalms were read as prophecy, as history, as liturgy, and as
literature. A variety methodologies are employed, and include the use of cognitive sciences and poetics, linguistic theory,
psychology, redaction criticism, and literary theory.

Functions of Psalms and Prayers in the Late Second Temple Period
Hebrews in Contexts, edited by Gabriella Gelardini and Harold W. Attridge, gathers authors who explore extensively on
Hebrews’ neglected contexts, its relations to other early traditions and texts (Jewish, Hellenistic, and Roman) in order to
map Hebrews’ historical, cultural, and religious identity in greater, and perhaps surprising detail.

Exploring Jewish Literature of the Second Temple Period
This volume considers a major shift among Jewish sages during the Second Temple period, from an earthly to an
otherworldly focus. It compares the perspectives of figures like Qoheleth and Ben Sira with the eschatological vision of
4QInstruction.

The Cambridge Guide to Jewish History, Religion, and Culture
This textbook provides a basic introduction to the pivotal era in biblical history known as the Second Temple period (520
B.C.E. to 70 C.E.), the formative milieu of Jesus and the earliest Christians. Designed for maximum convenience for students
and teachers, it contains suggestions for primary readings, a bibliography, glossary, full index and chronology.

Patterns of Daily Prayer in Second Temple Period Judaism
This tightly focused collection of essays, from an invited seminar of international specialists, centres on the question of the
apocalyptic worldview around the time of the Maccabean revolt. What was the nature of apocalyptic at this time? Did the
Maccabees themselves have a distinct apocalyptic worldview? These questions lead to other, more specific queries: who of
the various groups held such a view? Certain of the essays analyse the characteristics of the apocalypses and related
literature in this period, and whether the apocalyptic worldview itself gave rise to historical events or, at least, influenced
them. The collection begins with two introductory essays. Both the main and short papers have individual responses, and
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two considered responses by well-known experts address the entire collection. The volume finishes with a concluding
chapter by the lead editor that gives a perspective on the main themes and conclusions arising from the papers and
discussion.

The Oxford Handbook of Biblical Law
Following recent intertextual studies, Wells examines how descriptions of ‘heart-transformation’ in Deut 30, Jer 31–32 and
Ezek 36 influenced Paul and his contemporaries' articulations about grace and agency.

This World and the World to Come
Those who study the Bible are becoming increasingly attentive to the significance of economics when examining ancient
texts and the cultures that produced them. This book looks at the socioeconomic landscape of Second Temple Judea, from
the end of the Babylonian exile to the destruction of the temple by the Romans (532 BCE to 70 CE). Adams carefully
examines key themes, paying special attention to family life, the status of women, and children, while engaging relevant
textual and archaeological evidence. He looks at borrowing and lending and the burdensome taxation policies under a
succession of colonial powers. In this pursuit, Adams offers an innovative analysis of economic life with fresh insights from
biblical texts. No other study has specifically analyzed economics for this lengthy timeframe, especially in relation to these
key themes. This important book provides readers with a helpful context for understanding religious beliefs and practices in
the time of early Judaism and emerging Christianity.

Wisdom in Transition
Despite the impressive strides made in the past century in the understanding of Second Temple Jewish history and the
strong scholarly interest in paideia within ancient Greek, Hellenistic, Roman, and late antique Christian cultures, the nature
of Jewish paideia during the period has, until recently, received surprisingly little attention. The essays collected here were
first offered for discussion at the Fifth Enoch Seminar Nangeroni Meeting, held in Naples, Italy, from June 30 – July 4, 2015,
the purpose of which was to gain greater insight into the diversity of views of Jewish education during the period, both in
Judea and Diaspora communities, by viewing them in light of their contemporary Greco-Roman backgrounds and Ancient
Near Eastern influences. Together, they represent the broad array of approaches and specialties required to comprehend
this complex and multi-faceted subject, and they demonstrate the fundamental importance of the topic for a fuller
understanding of the period. The volume will be of particular interest to students and scholars of the history and culture of
the Jewish people during the Hellenistic and Roman periods, ancient education, and Greek and Roman history.
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Reading Romans in Context
This book introduces students to the pseudepigraphic writings of Second Temple Judaism that are most important for
understanding first-century developments. It demonstrates the influence of the pseudepigrapha on early Jewish and
Christian life and thought. This accessible point of entry into a collection of significant writings, written in the vein of David
deSilva's Introducing the Apocrypha, should become standard reading for students of early Christianity and Judaism.
Foreword by Loren T. Stuckenbruck.

The Internal Diversification of Second Temple Judaism
The thirteen essays in this volume are largely revised papers which were originally presented as part of the Ancient
Historiography Seminar of the Canadian Society of Biblical Studies and they investigate particular texts of Chronicles,
examine central themes, and consider future prospects for Chronicles study. The volume includes chapters by Shannon E.
Baines, Ehud Ben Zvi, Mark J. Boda, Keith Bodner, Paul S. Evans, Louis Jonker, Gary N. Knoppers, Christine Mitchell, Peter J.
Sabo, Steven J. Schweitzer, and John W. Wright. The essays represent many different perspectives, methodologies, and
conclusions regarding the Chronicler’s work and this volume will be of particular interest to scholars and students of
Chronicles, ancient Israelite historiography and biblical literature in general.

The Love of Neighbour in Ancient Judaism
Judaism and Christianity both arose in times of empire, with roots in Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman periods. In order to
understand these religious movements, we must first understand the history and society of these imperial cultures. In these
formative years, wisdom and apocalyptic traditions flourished as two significant religious forms. In Scribes, Visionaries, and
the Politics of Second Temple Judea, distinguished New Testament scholar Richard A. Horsley analyzes the function and
meaning of these religious movements within their social context, providing essential background for the development of
early Judaism and early Christianity. It is an ideal textbook for classes on the rise of Judaism or the Second Temple period,
as well as the Dead Sea Scrolls and Apocrypha.

Hebrews in Contexts
An internationally respected expert on the Second Temple period provides a fully up-to-date introduction to this crucial area
of Biblical Studies. This introduction, by a world leader in the field, provides the perfect guide to the Second Temple Period,
its history, literature, and religious setting. Lester Grabbe magisterially guides the reader through the period providing a
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careful overview of the most studied sources, the history surrounding them and the various currents within Judaism at the
time. This book will be a core text for courses on the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, as well as Qumran, Intertestamental
Literature and Early Judaism.

The Danielic Discourse on Empire in Second Temple Literature
In Hebrews and the Temple Philip Church examines attitudes to the temple in the literature of the Second Temple period
and in Hebrews and argues that Hebrews was written to counter the recipients’ preoccupation with the temple.

An Introduction to Second Temple Judaism
Based on a conference held Apr. 4-5, 2008 at Amherst College.

Chronicling the Chronicler
Jesus made a Nazirite vow and so did Paul according to the New Testament. This book discusses the role of the Nazirite as
evidenced in early Christian and other sources relevant to the period (250 BC – AD 70).

Reading Revelation in Context
Margaret Barker believes that Christianity developed so quickly because it was a return to far older faith—far older than the
Greek culture that is long-held to have influenced Christianity. Temple Theology explains that the preaching of the gospel
and the early Christian faith grew out of the centuries' old Hebrew longing for God's original Temple.

Judaism of the Second Temple Period
A compelling survey of ancient Jewish history chronicles the history of Judaism from the Babylonian Captivity to the Jewish
Revolt. Original.

Grace and Agency in Paul and Second Temple Judaism
This volume introduces the reader to the books that did not make it into the Bible or the Apocrypha but that remained
popular among Jews and early Christians for centuries. These writings take various forms, such as novels, poems,
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apocalypses, the fictional deathbed speeches of biblical characters, and even attempts to rewrite well-known parts of
Scripture. The book draws out the main religious ideas of these writings and links them to both their original historical
setting and to issues of concern today.

The Jerusalem Temple in Diaspora: Jewish Practice and Thought during the Second Temple
Period
"The T & T Clark Encyclopedia of Second Temple Judaism provides a comprehensive reference resource of over 600
scholarly articles aimed at those studying Judaism in the Second Temple Period, and the numerous texts and artefacts
related to it. The work is split into four parts across two volumes. Part One locates the discipline in relation to other relevant
fields (for example the Hebrew Bible, Rabbinics, Christian Origins) and provides an orientation to the discipline's distinctive
nomenclatures and debates. The history of research in the area is also presented in full. Part Two presents an overview of
respective contexts of the discipline set within the broad framework of historical chronology. Social/cultural, literary,
linguistic, geographical, political, and religious contexts are all explained, from the time period of the conquests of
Alexander the Great (332 B.C.E.) through to the reign of Hadrian (135 C.E.). Part Three focuses specifically on the literature
of the Second Temple period, summarizing the content of key texts, and examining their similarities and differences with
other texts of the period. This section includes surveys of scholarship on date, provenance, location, language(s), and
interpretative issues. The reception history of texts is considered. Part Four addresses topics, specifically those relevant to
Second Temple literature such as places, practices, historical figures and artefacts. The volumes include 14 specially
created color maps and over 60 charts and illustrations."--Source inconnue.

Nazirites in Late Second Temple Judaism
>

Judaic Religion in the Second Temple Period
This is a distinguished list of contributors consider the issue of 'soteriology' in Second Temple literature . Did authors of
Second Temple texts concern themselves with 'salvation'? If so, on what terms? What does one need 'salvation' from? And
are the parameters of who is included in or excluded from 'salvation' defined? Gurtner's vision in compiling this collection is
to collect contributions on a single topic as it is addressed in individual books from the Second Temple period. Working from
a sound methodological basis the contributors assess the theme in different books, acknowledging that the approaches in
each text are different, depending on issues of genre and provenance. This allows an acute comparison of how this topic is
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present across a myriad of Second Temple Jewish texts. Throughout the course of the work the notion of 'soteriology' is very
broadly conceived. Whilst acknowledging the obviously Christian connotation of the term 'soteriology' the volume similarly
acknowledges the usefulness of the term as an heuristic category for careful analysis. The Library of Second Temple Studies
is a premier book series that offers cutting-edge work for a readership of scholars, teachers, postgraduate students and
advanced undergraduates in the field of Second Temple studies. All the many and diverse aspects of Second Temple study
are represented and promoted, including innovative work from historical perspectives, studies using social-scientific and
literary theory, and developing theological, cultural and contextual approaches.

An Introduction to Early Judaism
Reading Revelation in Context brings together short, accessible essays that compare and contrast the visions and
apocalyptic imagery of the book of Revelation with various texts from Second Temple Jewish literature. Going beyond an
introduction that merely surveys historical events and theological themes, Reading Revelation in Context examines
individual passages in Second Temple Jewish literature in order to illuminate the context of Revelation's theology and the
meaning and potency of John's visions. Following the narrative progression of Revelation, each chapter (1) pairs a major
unit of the Apocalypse with one or more sections of a thematically related Jewish text, (2) introduces and explores the
historical and theological nuances of the comparator text, and (3) shows how the ideas in the comparator text illuminate
those expressed in Revelation. In addition to the focused comparison provided in the essays, the book contains other
student-friendly features that will help them engage broader discussions, including an introductory chapter that familiarizes
students with the world and texts of Second Temple Judaism, a glossary of important terms, and a brief appendix
suggesting what tools students might use to undertake their own comparative studies. At the end of each chapter there a
list of other thematically relevant Second Temple Jewish texts recommended for additional study and a focused
bibliography pointing students to critical editions and higher-level discussions in scholarly literature. Reading Revelation in
Context brings together an international team of over 20 New Testament experts including Jamie Davies, David A. deSilva,
Michael J. Gorman, Dana M. Harris, Ronald Herms, Edith M. Humphrey, Jonathan A. Moo, Elizabeth E. Shively, Cynthia Long
Westfall, Archie T. Wright, and more.

Reading Mark in Context
In the first of four volumes on A History of the Jews and Judaism in the Second Temple Period, Lester Grabbe presents a
comprehensive history of Yehud - the Aramaic name for Judah - during the Persian Period. Among the many crucial
questions he addresses are: What are the sources for this period and how do we evaluate them? And how do we make them
'speak' to us through the fog of centuries? This first volume, Yehud: A History of the Persian Province of Judah offers the
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most up to date and comprehensive examination of the political and administrative structures; the society and economy;
the religion, temple and cult; the developments in thought and literature; and the major political events of Judah at the
time.

Hebrews and the Temple
In The Love of Neighbour in Ancient Judaism, Kengo Akiyama traces the surprisingly complex development of the mainstay
of early Jewish and Christian ethics "Love your neighbour" in the Second Temple period.

The "Other" in Second Temple Judaism
David Flusser was a very prolific scholar of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and his contributions to Scrolls research, apocalypticism,
and apocalyptic literature are inestimable. Now with this English translation of many of his essays, Flusser's insights are
available to a wider audience than ever before. Here Flusser examines the influence of apocalypticism on various Jewish
sects. He states that the teachings of Jesus, while reflecting first and foremost the views of the sages, are also influenced by
Jewish apocalypticism. Examining the Essenes, their effect on Hebrew language, the split of sects, and much more, Flusser's
collected essays offer an important source of study for any Dead Sea Scrolls scholar.

The Origins of the Second Temple
The period of Early Judaism beginning with the return from the Babylonian Exile in 538 B.C.E. to the destruction of the
second temple in 70 C.E. is an enigma to many students of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament. This era has often
been overlooked as unimportant or been the victim of strongly confessional overgeneralizations. Christians have often
touted the absolute uniqueness of their faith as something that replaced a jaded, outmoded Jewish religion. Jews, on the
other hand, have often tended to identify Christianity as something entirely unique, a phenomenon totally unrelated to
Judaism. However, the Second Temple period was one of the most prolific and creative in all of Israel's history. It was a time
of unparalleled literary and theological diversity that gave rise to the powerful religious movements of Rabbinic Judaism and
Early Christianity. The Internal Diversification of Second Temple Judaism provides a broad overview of the history,
constituent communities, and theological innovations of the Second Temple period.

Genres of Rewriting in Second Temple Judaism
In this work, Alexandria Frisch uses a postcolonial lens to examine the biblical book of Daniel, as well as its antecedents and
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later interpretations, in order to identify changing perceptions of foreign empire throughout the Second Temple period.

A History of the Jews and Judaism in the Second Temple Period (vol. 1)
A study of the many different ways ancient Jewish scribes changed, or rewrote, the sacred and authoritative traditions they
inherited.

The Seleucid and Hasmonean Periods and the Apocalyptic Worldview
In The Jerusalem Temple in Diaspora, Jonathan Trotter shows how different diaspora Jews’ perspectives on the distant city of
Jerusalem and the temple took shape while living in the diaspora.

An Introduction to the New Testament and the Origins of Christianity
This text focuses on a holistic interpretation of the Second Temple period (c.550 BC - 100 AD) and its importance for the
nature of Jewish religion in later centuries. Topics examined include views on God, the temple and priesthood and
messianism.

The Jewish Psuedepigrapha
Larry R. Helyer provides an introduction and historical context for the wealth of Jewish literature outside the Hebrew Bible,
and he explores the pressures, realities, questions and dreams that nurtured and provoked these written works.

The Religious World of Jesus
Readers of Paul today are more than ever aware of the importance of interpreting Paul’s letters in their Jewish context. In
Reading Romans in Context a team of Pauline scholars go beyond a general introduction that surveys historical events and
theological themes and explore Paul’s letter to the Romans in light of Second Temple Jewish literature. In this non-technical
collection of short essays, beginning and intermediate students are given a chance to see firsthand what makes Paul a
distinctive thinker in relation to his Jewish contemporaries. Following the narrative progression of Romans, each chapter
pairs a major unit of the letter with one or more thematically related Jewish text, introduces and explores the theological
nuances of the comparative text, and shows how these ideas illuminate our understanding of the book of Romans.
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An Introduction to Second Temple Judaism
Over the last several decades, the Jewishness of Jesus has been at the forefront of scholarship and students of the New
Testament are more than ever aware of the importance of understanding Jesus and the Gospels in their Jewish context.
Reading Mark in Context helps students see the contour and texture of Jesus' engagement with his Jewish environment. It
brings together a series of accessible essays that compare and contrast viewpoints, theologies, and hermeneutical
practices of Mark and his various Jewish contemporaries. Going beyond an introduction that merely surveys historical
events and theological themes, this textbook examines individual passages in Second Temple Jewish literature in order to
illuminate the context of Mark's theology and the nuances of his thinking. Following the narrative progression of Mark's
Gospel, each chapter in this textbook (1) pairs a major unit of the Gospel with one or more sections of a thematicallyrelated Jewish text, (2) introduces and explores the historical and theological nuances of the comparative text, and (3)
shows how the ideas in the comparative text illuminate those expressed in Mark.
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